
Jack MacNiel closed the front door and hung up the cordless 
phone to go back to his basement and sharpen his shuriken. Other 
people called them ninja stars, but that never sat right with 
him. His weren't shaped like stars at all. He made them in the 
shape of a maple leaf, their edges razor sharp, and he carried 
them tucked into his utility belt and secreted all over his body 
in case of emergency when he fought crime as The Maple Ninja.

Nicholas had been at the door. Twelve years old and a fierce 
intelligence. He didn't talk alot and he seemed really popular 
among his friends, but something he spoke without hesitation and 
always looked Jack in the eye when they spoke. 

One time, Nick expressed an interest in reading and lamented 
briefly about the need to read a specific number of books at 
school for some kind of literary charity drive. Jack went into 
the basement and rummaged around moldy boxes in his cold cellar 
and unearthed dog eared copies of the boy's novels he had read 
as a child. Once And Future King, The Hobbit, Ender's Game, even 
an enormous hardcover tome of Bullfinch's Mythology. He put them 
out by the front door and spent more time outside than normal, 
waiting for Nick to come by and maybe make mention of the book 
project he had coming on for school. He did come around, but 
only to ask if Jack wanted his lawn cut because he needed some 
extra cash.

“Oh, what for?” Jack had asked.
“Nothing really,” Nick said. “I just want an MP3 player or 

something like that.”
“What flavour of player?”
“I don't know. Maybe an iPod or something. You can listen to 

books on an iPod, can't you?”
“Actually, depending on the one you get, I think you can 

actually read books on it.”
“Yeah,” Nick said. “I want to listen to them, though. I like 

to have stories read to me.”
Jack prepared himself to ask why, because he was interested 

in why a teenaged boy would desire something so childish, when 
the phone had rang. He had stood in the door, smiling at Nick, 
when he said hello. Seconds later, Nick took a few steps back. 
He stopped only when his toe touched air and he almost fell 
over. Nick had almost toppled, he balanced on one foot for a 
second, looking over his shoulder at the hard, weather worn, 



colourless concrete steps that would soon dig into his back and 
probably break his arm.

Jack caught Nick around his bicep and lifted him in the air 
and back onto the patio without taking the phone from his ear. 
Nick's eyes were wide and Jack nodded his head a few more times 
before pressing END on the phone.

“I gotta go, okay? Jack, I'll see you later.”
“Don't you want to cut my lawn?” Jack asked, smiling. He 

released his hold on Nick's arm.
“I'm good for now, Jack,” he said. “I really want to read 

anyhow. I should read more often. I think I'll go home and talk 
to Dad and see if he has anything good for me to read.”

Jack's eyes widened. “I've got something for you,” he said, 
going for the front door, but by the time he turned around the 
boy was gone. He thought that the time had come to sharpen his 
weapons, but not because of anything Nick did or what he was 
going to tell his father about Jack lifting him single handedly, 
inches off the ground, to keep him from breaking his neck.


